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Presentation Notes
Greetings everyone, my name is Jonathan Wheeler and I’m here today to present my planned capstone project that will help expose work completed in the late 1800’s using modern technology and more specific Geographic Information Systems.    This came about because; I was approached with a project idea that was both useful and needed for my current work as a GIS Specialist.  The problem identified is  that,  Individuals and groups would like to view Original Surveyed Land more easily than they already do, and they asked what tools or ideas could you put together to make this happen.   Why is this a need; well in general, there is a large system used nationally for anyone to view original surveys conducted by the government in the United States that have been previously collected from paper originals and made digital.  In times past, a person seeking information from a paper map would go to a map room, pull it out, and look over it for items to further investigate.  Then with technology it has been digitized archiving the paper copy and now referencing the digital copy.  With digital records management increasing to every work space, and the ability to harness GIS and other tools, finding ways to increase ease of access has become more involved and sought after.  So what else is possible, how will GIS help. With that A Solution idea; was to Create a group of the digital records to expand over larger areas, and all while behind a monitor screen to quickly and easily reference changes, and if possible, find new methods or applications to apply and make the experience more worthwhile.    Thinking of an elevator pitch, I’ve worked out a quick talk to give you an idea before I talk further into the background and methodology of this project.   The Pitch Being:  What I’m going to do for my capstone project is collect the digital versions of original surveys in Idaho and using Esri’s ArcGIS Pro, I will georeference them to the public lands survey system, and then put them together for a study area that allows anyone to observe changes from the time of those surveys through the present.  Additionally, there are ideas on creating a tool or tools that anyone can use or follow along with, to allow this process to be replicated and used in other locations, by other folks seeking the same concept for investigating digital surveys.  Presentation Title: Using Original Surveys to Show Historical Change in our Environment and Society Report Introduction:  Original surveys from the General Land Office (GLO) records have been maintained by U.S. Department of the Interior, Bureau of Land Management (BLM).  In Idaho with the GLO precisely locating an initial point on a volcanic hill south of Kuna on April 19, 1867, the original surveys were conducted in order to identify land to be further developed or examined for use considerations that include extents of both natural and built areas. For this study and using Esri software, work to georeference the original surveys for ease of comparison with current maps and GIS will be conducted.  As part of an agency, public, or other group these maps may be used to observe and learn from changes that have taken place over time, including modified landscapes and environments as our society has developed. An example is investigating sites that have potential interest for archaeological studies to display historical comparison.  



UNITED STATES HISTORY OF SURVEYS

• 1785 Land Ordinance of 1785 was passed

• 1800 Tract Book System established by an Act of Congress

• 1908 Serial Register System was designed 

• 1955 Congress Authorized the Land Status Records System
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Starting History for Public Lands:  Its important to understand the history behind why original surveys are important and have relevancy during investigations and planning.   1776 Independence is declared1783 Treaty of Paris was signed1785 Land Ordinance of 1785 was passedAnything west of the Appalachian Mountains was to be surveyed using the Cadastral Survey Plats system matic approach also commonly known as the Rectangular Survey System or Public Land Survey System proposed by Thomas Jefferson.1800 Tract Book System was established by an Act of CongressDesigned to be a permanent reference for all land transactions for the survey of public lands.Broken down by; State, Territory, Meridian, Township, Range, Section, and Subdivision.1908  after 108 year an new system called Serial Register System was designed Created to fulfill a need to document the history of each land case transaction that occurred on the public lands.1955  another change occurred as Congress Authorized the Land Status Records SystemThe Tract Book System had become so difficult to read and cumbersome to use.First step was to microfilm all patents, withdrawals, proclamations, orders, and other related documents that affect land status. Consists of six parts, Master Title Plat, Use Plats and Supplemental Plats, Historical Index, Control Document Index, Index to Miscellaneous Documents and Serial Register Page.  BLM Manual 1275 describes each component of the Land Status Records System in depth



AGENCY HISTORY FOR PUBLIC LANDS 
IN THE UNITED STATES 

• Prior to 1812; Secretary of the Treasury - Directly handled public land sales, 
Department of War - Administered military land warrants, State Department -
Administered land patents

• 1812 Congress created the General Land Office (GLO)

• 1849 Congress created Department of Interior (DOI)

• 1879 US Geological Survey established into the DOI

• 1934 Congress creates the Division of Grazing within the DOI

• 1946 July 16, GLO and US Grazing Service became the Bureau of Land 
Management
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Agency History for Public Lands in the US Prior to 1812; Secretary of the Treasury - Directly handled public land sales, Department of War - Administered military land warrants, State Department - Administered land patents1812 Congress created the General Land Office (GLO)To handle the rapidly growing public land business, "superintend, execute, and perform all such acts and things touching or respecting the public lands of the United States."1849 Department of Interior (DOI) was createdGLO was transferred into the Department of Interior1879 US Geological Survey was established into the DOICongress consolidated independent efforts of surveying the west into this organization for "the classification of the public lands and examination of the Geological Structure, mineral resources and products of the national domain." Because the GLO relied on USGS of geologic and hydrographic knowledgeConservation and Public Land was a concern for many yearsEspecially considering grazing and mineral rights1934 Congress creates the Division of Grazing within the DOI1946 July 16, GLO and US Grazing Service became what is now known as the Bureau of Land Management "with that date," notes historian E. Louise Peffer, "there...opened 'a new chapter in the history of...[public] land administration in the United States.'"



USING HISTORICAL SURVEYS AND THE 
WORLD AROUND US TO DIG DEEPER

• Archaeology and Cultural Resource Reviews

• Abandoned Mine Lands and Historic Areas

• Boundary Changes

• Education Outreach
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Current Records Management for Historical Surveys is managed by the BLM Eastern States District where they oversee the digital site and GLO Records allowing them to be available for anyone to view and use.  These surveys have useful needs but sometimes its not readily thought about for how to use them. Possibilities with Historical Surveys: Archaeology and Cultural ResourcesReference and review a known area of interestConduct surveys or investigations from original historical recordsAbandoned Mine LandsThe BLM’s Abandoned Mine Lands (AML) program enhances public safety and improves water, soil, and air quality by reducing or eliminating the effects of past hardrock (such as gold, silver, lead, and uranium) mining in the Western United States.The BLM maintains an inventory of known abandoned mine lands (mostly hard rock mines) on BLM-managed land. As of January 5, 2017, the inventory contained 52,381 sites, of which about 20 percent have been remediated or do not require further action. The remaining 80 percent require further investigation and/or remediation.View Boundary Changes with use of Priority of CallsNatural objects such as rivers, mountains, and ridges; artificial objects like monuments, surveyor marks, and man-made improvements; distances of linear measurement is next followed by bearings of direction; and acreage or quantityEducation OutreachPresenting at local schools to engage with students on what is around them and the history behind it all.  Influence desires into GIS or other studies that provide expanding learning possibilities



USE CASE

• Puget Sound River 
History Project

• Use of surveys in 
digital form within 
the project along 
with other 
research tools
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Where has this type of project been investigatedThe Puget Sound River History Project studies the historical landscape of Puget Sound's lowland rivers and estuaries as a dynamically linked geophysical, ecological, and human system. The historical emphasis is on conditions at the time of earliest Euro-American settlement in the mid-19th century, but also includes the landscape's post-glacial, Holocene (10,000 yrs BP) evolution and the last century and a half of change. They undertake interdisciplinary research that integrates archival investigations, field studies, and the tools of geographic information systems and remote sensing. They also apply the results to, and make data available for, regional problems of resource management, restoration, and planning. 



USE CASE

• Finding Mid-19th 
Century Native 
Settlements: 
Cartographic and 
Archaeological 
Evidence from 
Central California

• Observing surveys 
to influence 
locations to 
investigate
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How else can this be used and what will make this usefulHistorical maps have the potential to aid archaeological investigations into the persistence of Native American settlements during the mid-19th century, a time when many Native communities disappear from archaeological view. Focusing on Tomales Bay in central California, they evaluate the usefulness of historical maps as a way to discover and interpret archaeological deposits dating to the period, with the aim of better understanding indigenous patterns of residence at the transition from missionary to settler colonialism. In particular, they focus on diseños and plats created to document Mexican-era land grants as well as early maps produced by the General Land Office and United States Coast Survey. Although they note inconsistencies regarding the inclusion of indigenous settlements on historical maps, their case study offers an example of how archaeologists can employ historical maps and targeted archaeological ground-truthing to discover sites that are poorly represented in the historical and archaeological records.Observing the study area alongside a historical map that shows settlements gives an investigator starting points to follow up with



GOALS

• Display environmental and societal changes using historical surveys and GIS

• Allow users and stakeholders to quickly view these and other changes

• The problem is solved taking Original Surveys conducted in the late 1800’s and 
georeference them to the current Public Lands Survey System in Idaho and 
allow them to be viewed in a mosaic

• Expand the methodology with tools and improved user experience
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Goals for this projectDisplay Environmental and Societal Changes using historical surveys and GISAllow Users and Stakeholders to quickly view these and other changesThe problem is solved taking Original Surveys conducted in the late 1800’s and georeference them to the current Public Lands Survey System polygons for Idaho and allow them to be viewed in a mosaic.  This gives multiple users an advantage to identify changes or differences quickly and easily.  Expand the methodology with tools and improved user experience



OBJECTIVE

• The project is a capstone in the MGIS degree and within the given study area 
and with the research and work conducted it will demonstrate how Esri 
software helps students learn, discover, and employ the capabilities available. 
Presentation may be taken to high schools to engage with students on 
education and career paths.  This work additionally fits into Government and 
Land Records as surveys create land boundaries and mark them for the first 
time for records which tell stories, educate and verify historical records.
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Objective for this projectThe project is a capstone and within the given study area and with the research and work conducted it will demonstrate how Esri software helps students learn, discover, and employ the capabilities available. Presentation may be taken to high schools to engage with students on education and career paths.  This work additionally fits into Government and Land Records as surveys create land boundaries and mark them for the first time for records which tell stories, educate and verify historical records.



Workflow 
 

        Determine Study Area 
 
 
 
 
   Retrieve GLO Original Surveys 
   
 

 
 
Convert to Raster Graphic Image (TIFF) 

Create ArcGIS Project 
 

Add Data to project area 
 

 
 
 
Add PLSS Layer (Living Atlas) 

 
 

Add Original Survey Tiff 
  

Georeference TIFF 
 
Clip TIFF to PLSS 
 
Observe Change 
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Workflow Basics Determine Study AreaRetrieve GLO Original SurveysConvert to Raster Graphic Image as TIFFCreate ArcGIS Pro ProjectAdd DataAdd PLSS Layer (Living Atlas)Add Original Survey TIFF to LayerGeoprocessing ToolboxGeoreference TIFFClip TIFF to PLSS LayerObserve Change within Study Area



ORIGINAL AREA SURVEY ORIGINAL INDIVIDUAL SURVEY

ORIGINAL SURVEYS
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Displays of Original SurveysOriginal Surveys that shows both the Study area and an individual township range original surveyAnticipated Results is focused on using these collections with shown maps
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Study Area MapThis is the study area with the original survey georeferenced to the project study area in IdahoInset map in the bottom left shows the location in the southwest portion of Idaho
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Presentation Notes
Inset map shows the location in the southwest portion of Idaho near BoiseThe map scale is decreased showing the individual surveys within the larger study area surveyThe original survey of 1East 1North shows that at the time of the survey it was noted as “Land rocky Unfit for settlement and unsurveyed”



TOOLS AND TASKS

• Develop a workflow process that can be utilized by different users at different 
levels to participate in the experience.

• Tasks to set up items as a workflow

• Python to create a scripting workflow

• The process can be adopted by GIS Users to replicate this work in their 
environment to observe societal or environmental changes unique to their 
needs
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Additional Workflow Plans: Create a Task Workflow through ArcGIS Pro.  This will allow other users to open a project, download original surveys from the BLM GLO Records and perform the operation following the task items identified.   Create a Python Script Tool for large, planned areas of interest.  This operation will require a higher level of user capabilities to plan and produce in comparison to the Task Workflow.  Tasks and Scripts will allow others to adopt the current workflow and use it to build out other study areas or assist improving on the current methods that best fit use cases independently.    



TIMELINE SLIDE

• 596A Presentation 12/10/2021

• Create workflow options 01/2022 - 03/2022 

• 596B Final Elements 03/2022 - 06/2022

• Presentation Esri User Conference 07/2022
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596A Presentation 12/10/2021Create workflow options 01/2022 - 03/2022 596B Final Elements 03/2022 - 06/2022Presentation Esri User Conference 07/2022The problem solved taking Original Surveys conducted in the late 1800’s georeferenced them to the current Public Lands Survey System polygons for Idaho and allowed them to be viewed in a mosaic.  This gives multiple users an advantage to identify changes or differences easily and quickly.  Some aspects of this project are also to identify how else these surveys can be referenced in a changing environment and society reflecting on the original collection.  The idea to get others involved in the changes brings a potential to share with schools in particular areas to help students identify the changes using technology while understanding the historical aspects of the location around them as well.  There are uses that have yet to be discovered in this project but with the initial setup and framework it is a project to be shared for any type of use case it may fit into.   
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